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A qupstion of central importance tr a theory of perception is,

how do we come to perceive the world as having a stable, ordered 14yout,

furnished with objects having permanent properties, despite the fact that

we ourselves and the objects of the world are often moving. Experiments

on the perception of the world's permanent properties, despite an observer's

changing p.!rspective, have become more numerous in recent years. Witness

the increasing literatures on size, distance, dnd shape constancy, object

per7lanence, and perception of an objective spatial lo.yout. The question

of how stability is perceived despite change has seldom been. put to the

very young infant; instead most studies on infant perception utilize as

stimuli static representations. It is readily apparent that this experi-

mental approach does not address the original question; if we are to dis-

cover when and how the young infant perceives identity in an array which

changes over time, it is requisite that we observe him under conditions

where he has the opportunity to view a varying environment.

Adults and children, in real world instances, perceive an object

as having a stable, rigid shape despite the fact that it may be under-

going a family of continuous perspective transformations. When an object

undergoes a perspectiVe transformation (e.g., rotation around its horizontal

axis), ell texture elements on the surface of that object are being dis-
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placed relatie to the same axis. Further, it can be claimed that the

relationship among those elements remains invariant throughout the trans-
%

formations. Thus, this invariant relationship provides information that

we can use to perceive a rigid_object.

Non-rigid, or deforming, motions are also typical ways that objects

change. As contrasted with a perspective transformation where texture

elements are moving relative to the same axis, in most deforming motions

texture elements are being displaced around several axes simultaneously.

The relationship between the surface elements does not remain invariant

over the deforming motion. But the fact that motion exists around more

than one axis at one point in time is itself informative and can have a

role in specifying a non-rigid object. A different kind of invariant

exists if the deforming transformation is reversible; we are likely to

perceive an elastic or spongey object.

We believe that it is reasonable to assume that the pick-up of

invariants, such as these, serves as a basis for our perception of a stable,

ordered world. The invariant relationships existing in a changing flux

of stimulation can be viewed as specifying the nermanent properties of

the environment (such as an object's shape). It is the pick-up of these

invariants which also allows the perceiver to differentiate between objects

on the basiF of some characteristic such as rigidity vs. elasticity. The

current experiment is concerned with the latter issue: Are young infants

capable of differentiating between a rigid and a deforming motion? In

other words, how early are they sensitive to the information which specifies

a rigid vs. non-rigid object?

Four perspective tr!-:-Iformations of a sponge rubber object served

as the rigid motions in this experiment. They included rotation around
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vertical axis, rotation around the horizontal axis, rotation in the

frontal plane, and looming buck. and forth. Pictured in the first slide

is the object rotating on its horizontal axis.

Slide 1

The deforming motion consisted of a squeezing of the object and is pictured

on the second slide.

Slide 2

We chose the habituation paradigm; the general procedure is outlined

on the next slide.

Slide 3

?wenty-four subjects (mean age five months) were presented wit -Iree

riwid motions in a consecutive fashion. The next motion in the :ence

was presented when an infant locked away from the current display for two

seconds. Presentations were continued until a criterion of habituation

was reached for all three motions. The criterion was defined for each

infant as one-half of its fixation on the first or second habituation

exposure, whichever was longer.

When the criterion of habituation had been met, a post-test was

presented which included a fourth rigid motion, the one that was not

lted for habituation, and a deformation. One group of twelve subjects

saw the new rigid motion first, while the other group saw the deformation

first. The post-test was repeated. Notice ,hat a pre-test was given

before the habituat5on sequence, to determine if one motion was intrinsi-

cally more interesting than the other.
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The dependent :!lere WN.3 total jooking time, as recorded by an

observer looking throw;h O. peephole. The observer was blind with respect

to the current motion NS well as to the experimental c,ndition.

Backward habituation curves were plotted for both groups, following

Cohen's procedure. The next slide depicts the curve for those subjects

who saw derormation first in the pre-and post-tests.

Slide 4

Log transformations were performed on looking times to normalize the dis-

tribution, which was positively skewed. A three-motion sequence is repre-

sented by a single point on the habituation portion of the graph. Notice

that there is greater dishabituation to deformation than there is to the

fourth rigid motion and that this difference is maintained when the post-

test is repeated. The results of the group which saw the fourth rigid

motion first are pictured on the next slide; the pattern of results are

Slide 5

quite similar in that there was more fixation on the deformation.

An analysis of variance was performed which utilized as a within-

subject factor the differential increase in looking time from the last

look of habitu:_Ltion to deformation vs. the fourth rigid motion. To get

this difference score, we subtracted duration of the last look of habitua-

tion from duration of the looking time to deformation and to the new

rigid motion in the post-test. Results indicated that there was a

significantly larger increase in fixation to the deformation as compared

to the fourth rigid motion (F(1,22) = 5.94, < .001). The other two

factors in the anaiy-is of variance, sex and order of presentation of

motion in the pre-and post-tests, were both non-significant.
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Wa;; der(,rr.ation intrinsically more Intere:ltinc; regardlesn or habituation?

We examined th pretest scores and found tnut there no difference in

pre':erace to the two kinds of motion before habituation. Further-

more, the dift":rence:; in dishabituation to the two kind of motion in the

post-test cannot be attributed to the overpowering effeei.; of just one

or two rigid motions; in a comparison of fixation immediately preceding

and following habituation, an analysis of variance with the four perspective

transformations separated as factors yielded no significant differences.

These data seem to us to show that afte ing habituated to a series

of rigid motions, infants will show greater dishabituation to a deformation

than to a new rigid motion. We were also interested in determining whether

either of these increases in attention was greater than an increase that

would be expected if no change of motion was introduced. To this end,

we ran a control group of ten babies who continued to see the same rigid

mc,Lions in the post-test as they had observed in habituation. Statistical

aualyses indicated that dishabituation to the deformation was significantly

greater than the change of looking time in the control group (t = 1.32, D

< .0), one-tailed), whereas dishabituation to the new rigid motion was

not.

The results of the present experiment suggest that five-month-olds

perceive a stable, rigid object over perspective transformations. During

habituation they were able to pick up invariant information that specified

a rigid object across three perspective transformations. This invariant

was maintained in the array when the object underwent a new perspective

transformation; thus, habituation generalized to the fourth rigid motion.

On the other Iland, dishnbituation did occur when infants viewed the defor-

mation, indicating that they were able to detect a shift in the information

which specifies a rigid vs. elastic object. It is unnecessary (and in
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';;:routctble) to explain those results [II terms oC abstructin of

a fature and assessment of itu presence in future stimulc3

ut.;:ys; the invariance was maintained in the array over time, continu-

ou3ly available for detection.

Weconclude that five monih old infants are capable of perceiving

stability over cha:Q;e, and we maintain that this is made possible in part

by the detection of invariant relationships in the varying array. Objects

and events can be uniquely specified in stimulation by these invariants,

which serve as a basis for their differentiation. Our evidence that a

young infant can perceive a stable, rigid object and can differentiate

it frcm a dE.forming one suggests the primacy of these principles fsr a

thesry of perception.
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